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Our take Call us biased, but unless you need perfect compatibility, want to
play Full Throttle now, or are missing more than two of these games - it will

probably be far cheaper to buy these games second-hand or individually. The
included updated binaries are inferior feature-wise to ScummVM, as you miss

out on our enhanced features, such as support for platforms -other- than
Windows (such as Macintosh, Unix and PocketPC), our graphics scalers, etc.
Of course, if you do purchase the pack, the game datafiles are unchanged

and of course compatible with ScummVM anyway. It is nice to see LucasArts
releasing something like this, and doing something positive to try and revive
their classic games - or at least drum up marketing hype for the sequel :) This

will be a great help in adding new game support, and fixing some of the
odder bugs in our current game engines, so once again we thank all users
that have donated. Everyone on the team is amazed at the support you've

shown, and we're planning a few surprises down the line to help thank
everybody. Please check our Donor List to see how many donations we

received, and to read everybody's comments. (Note that only donors who
supplied a comment are listed). ScummVM has used source-code access for
the underlying game engines and other utilities for quite some time now. In

the short term, it allows us to submit bugfixes for these games to the game's
authors. Over the longer term, it allows us to move core engine development

to C++, as that is the only language where such access is possible. As the
engine comes together and forms a greater whole, we need to make sure it is

built in ways that make it suitable for embedding in other products and
applications. Generally, this means that it is not an abstraction layer above
the game engine; it just provides functions and data structures to make it

easier for people to build ScummVM compatible applications.
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The code for our core
utilities, such as the

engine and the
parser, is going to be

structured in a
manner that allows it
to easily be split up
into smaller units
that can then be

used in products and
applications. The

engine is the heart of
ScummVM. It

provides various
game APIs, and
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abstracts data
manipulation and the
rendering pipeline.

The engine looks at a
game's data

structure, and
determines how it

should be
manipulated. If it

contains structures
and classes intended

to be shown on-
screen, then it

produces a rendering
pipeline for the game
that will render them.

With the recent
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addition of the
Generate Dynamic
ScummVM Engine
Plugins feature,

ScummVM has the
potential to support a

wider variety of
engines. In addition

to this, engine
authors can

automate the
process of building
ScummVM plugins
through the Engine
plugin API, opening

up entirely new
avenues of
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modification and
integration. Ideally,
this will be used to
put the core engine

into C++. The engine
currently only
supports static

builds. The majority
of ScummVM plugins

are now dynamic.
This means that at
runtime, the game

engine is dynamically
loaded and the game

world is populated
and destroyed while
the game is running.
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There is very little
overhead as plugin
resources are not
loaded at runtime.

Plugins are provided
with a simple

interface. They can
register themselves

with the engine,
which will then listen

for their API calls.
They can then

dispatch that call
directly to any code

within their core
game engine. This

means that if a game
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has two engine
plugins, one that

presents a new type
of block, and one

that provides a slot in
that block where a

new type of
container can be

placed, they can be
linked together and

the content container
is automatically

updated. 5ec8ef588b
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